Aya, a modular sofa with
removable cover
Aya is a modular sofa with a luxurious and bohemian expression. Its designers, Danish duo Says Who, were inspired by how the idea of sustainability could be expressed
visually. Launching in spring 2021, this modular sofa accompanied by poufs is part of
the SS21 Bolia collection.
The Aya sofa features a removable cover, quality craftsmanship, and an FSC®-certified
(FSC® C165134) wood frame. The Says Who duo designed it with the idea of combining
a luxurious design form with some artistic freedom and sustainable craft elements.

The removable cover makes it convenient to wash or replace, thus extending the life of the sofa. It is available in
all of the brand’s fabrics, including the
all-new Soil, a soft, flat-woven fabric
made from 60% recycled bottles, certified STANDARD 100 by OEKO-TEX®.
The durability of this fabric is particularly in keeping with the spirit of
this piece: “Aya is a typical Japanese
name that means ‘design’ but also, in
other contexts, ‘good conscience’,”
explain the designers.

“We particularly focused
on the use of materials,
colors and associated
tactility, to ensure that
the whole conveys ideas
of purity and simplicity”,
add the duo.
Aya is a refuge. With its
large, comfortable pillows
and soft expression, this
sofa was created to offer
its users a haven of comfort and relief.

Price:
according to modules
Dimensions:
H 60 cm x W 121 cm
x Seat height 40 cm
Material:
Polyester and oiled walnut

Designed by Says Who
Says Who: “Good design is useful, characteristic and tells a story. It leaves a lasting
impression that enriches our lives in ways we never thought of before. When design is
at its best, it enriches our everyday lives and experiences.”

Bolia.com
Bolia.com is a design company with 66 stores in Denmark, Sweden, Norway, Germany, Belgium, the
Netherlands, Switzerland, Austria and France and web shops in 32 European countries. Bolia also collaborates with 600+ dealers in 50+ countries worldwide and has a strategic partnership with US based
Steelcase Ltd. for sales to the global professional market. The Bolia design collective consists of more
than 30 international designers who all share a passion for New Scandinavian Design and sustainable
creations.
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